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Abstract

BACKGROUND
Implant fracture is one of the most serious mechanical complications of dental implants. Conventional treatment necessitates visibility of the apical portion of the fractured implant, whereas for deep and invisible implant fractures, the traditional trephine method has been ineffective. Surgical removal of the marginal bone to expose the fracture surface would be a time-consuming and extensively damaging procedure. Here, we propose a novel technique to address invisible implant fractures.

CASE SUMMARY
A 50-year-old woman was referred to our department with the chief complaint that her right mandibular implant tooth had fallen out 3 mo earlier. Cone-beam computed tomography examination showed an implant fracture with a fracture surface 5.1 mm below the crestal ridge. The patient was treated with osteotomy combined with the trephine technique to expose the surgical field and remove the implant. The invisible fractured implant was successfully removed, with minimal trauma. A modified Wafer technique-supported guided bone regeneration treatment was then administered to restore the buccal bone wall and preserve the bone mass. Six months later, fine regenerative bone and a wide alveolar crest in the edentulous area were observed, and a new implant was placed. Four months later, restoration was completed using a cemented ceramic prosthesis. Clinical and radiographic examinations 12 mo after
loading fulfilled the success criteria. The patient reported no complaints and was satisfied.

CONCLUSION

Osteotomy combined with the trephine technique can be effectively used to address deep and invisible implant fractures.

INTRODUCTION

Clinical presentation

Implant fracture is a kind of destructive mechanical complication, which is generally accompanied by the following clinical characteristics: loss of retention, marginal bone resorption[1], soft tissue inflammation[2], and occlusal disorder[3]. Consequently, implant fracture can cause significant loss to patients’ economies, time, and emotions. According to research involving large amounts of data and long-term follow-up, the incidence of implant fracture was between 0.4%[4] and 0.92%[5] after over 5 years of loading.

Diagnosis

The diagnosis of implant fractures requires the detection of implant mobility by clinical examination and of the fracture line by X-ray images[6]. Once diagnosed as an implant fracture, conventional treatment options are: (1) complete removal of the remaining fractured implant using trephines[7]; (2) removal and replacement of the coronal portion of the fractured implant with a new prosthetic restoration[7]; (3) leaving the remaining apical part integrated into the bone and placing a fixed bridge instead[8, 9]; (4) using a computer-aided design/computer-aided manufacturing surgical guide to remove the buried implant[10].

Treatment
However, conventional treatments necessitate visibility of the fractured implant. In case of deep and invisible implant fractures, the position and orientation of the implants are not perceptible. No effective solution has been reported for invisible implant fractures. Surgical removal of the marginal bone to expose the fracture surface could be time-consuming and extensively damaging. Herein, we report a novel method to address invisible implant fractures, as an attempt to form new treatment modalities for such cases. This manuscript was prepared according to the CARE checklist[11].

CASE PRESENTATION

**Chief complaints**

A 50-year-old non-smoking woman was referred to our clinic in August 2017 with the chief complaint that her mandibular right implant tooth (tooth 46) had fallen out 3 mo earlier.

**History of present illness**

According to the medical record, the implant (Ankylos®, 4.5 mm * 9.5 mm, Germany) was placed in the tooth 46 position in October 2013 and loaded after 6 mo. The patient complained of implant restoration mobility after 2 years of function, with the symptoms worsening while chewing. In May 2017, the patient experienced a foreign body in her mouth, which was the fractured portion of the implant connected to the prosthesis (Figure 1A).

**History of past illness**

The patient reported no history of systemic diseases, long-term medication, or family genetic history.

**Personal and family history**

No smoking and drinking history, and no hereditary family history were reported.
**Physical examination**
The patient’s blood pressure was 110/70 mmHg, with a pulse rate of 80 beats per minute (bpm).

**Laboratory examinations**
The routine blood indicators and coagulation profile were within normal range.

**Imaging examinations**
Cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) examination showed that the residual portion of the implant was osseointegrated with no signs of peri-implantitis. Moreover, there appeared to be a high-density image above the fracture surface of the implant. The remaining apical portion of the implant was 6.0 mm away from the inferior alveolar nerve canal, 3.9 mm away from the buccal cortical bone wall, 5.1 mm away from the lingual bone wall, and 5.1 mm away from the crestal ridge (Figure 1B and 1C).

**FINAL DIAGNOSIS**
The patient was diagnosed with implant fracture.

**TREATMENT**
**Treatment planning**
The risks and benefits of each treatment option were discussed in detail with the patient. The first plan was the fabrication of a three-dimensional (3D) surgical guide for the trephine to achieve precise removal of the remaining implant. However, the 3D surgical guide required at least 20 mm of the trephine with the graduated part, whereas the existing trephines measured only 16 mm. The second plan involved fixed partial restoration, leaving the apical portion of the fractured implant integrated into the bone. However, the patient rejected this plan as she was unwilling to risk damage to her healthy teeth. Consequently, a third treatment plan to perform osteotomy combined
with the trephine technique to remove the invisible fractured implant was devised, which was approved by the patient. Informed consent was obtained before treatment.

**Surgical procedure**

The rapidly growing gingiva had closed the gingival outlet of the implant (Figure 2A). After local anesthesia was administered, a crestal full-thickness flap was raised and an implant hole filled with granulation tissue was observed (Figure 2B). Granulation tissue was removed using a dental excavator and a turbine drill. Thereafter, two vertical incisions and one horizontal incision were made using an ultrasonic osteotome on the buccal side of the alveolar bone where the remaining implant was located (Figure 3A). The buccal bone plate was removed using a bone chisel and hammer (Figure 3B) and soaked in saline temporarily. After the buccal bone plate was removed, the broken end of the fractured implant was clearly exposed (Figure 3C).

Next, the remaining implant was completely removed with a graduated trephine (Nobel Biocare®, Figure 4A), with the inner diameter of the trephine slightly larger than the outer diameter of the implant. From the occlusal view, a ring of uniform thickness was created around the remaining implant, which did not cause any unnecessary bone defects of the lateral wall and was achieved with minimal bone removal (Figure 4B). The remaining implant was then removed (Figure 4C). The surface of the implant was covered with a thin layer of osseointegrated alveolar bone (Figure 4D). After the surgery, a modified Wafer technique was performed; the buccal bone plate was repositioned in situ using a titanium screw with slight rotation (Figure 5A) to build the external wall of the osteogenic space. Guided bone regeneration (GBR) was performed. The alveolar bone defect was filled with demineralized bovine bone matrix (DBBM; Geistlich Bio-Oss), and the filled defect was covered with a biological membrane (Geistlich Bio-Gide). Finally, the wound was closed up tightly (Figure 5B).

**OUTCOME AND FOLLOW-UP**
Six months after GBR, fine regenerative bone and wide alveolar crest in the edentulous area were observed. A new implant (Ankylos®, 4.5 mm * 9.5 mm, Germany) was placed in the #30 position. Four months later, restoration was completed using a cemented ceramic prosthesis. Periapical radiographic examination immediately after crown restoration showed a well-osseointegrated implant (Figure 6A). Furthermore, the clinical and radiographic examinations performed 12 mo after loading fulfilled the success criteria outlined by Papaspyridakos et al (Figure 6B)[12, 13]. The patient reported no complaints and was very satisfied.

**DISCUSSION**

The risk factors for implant fractures remain unclear. The possible risk factors include: (1) implant diameter and length[14, 15]—it is considered that the smaller the diameter, the lower the resistance of the implant to fracture; (2) implant location (i.e., type of bone)[5, 15, 16], as implants placed in the anterior or premolar region bear less mechanical overloading than those in the posterior region; (3) direct adjacency to cantilever[17]; (4) parafunctional habits (teeth clenching and bruxism)[9, 18]; (5) patient-related factors (smoking and alcohol intake)[19, 20].

This case presents a novel method for managing invisible implant fractures. In brief, buccal bone plate osteotomy was conducted at the fractured implant site, followed by complete removal of the implant with a trephine to achieve minimal trauma. Subsequently, the modified Wafer technique was used to preserve the horizontal alveolar dimension. It is worth mentioning that the incision of the buccal bone plate was based on the CBCT results. Accurate osteotomy depth control was achieved by marking the ultrasonic osteotome in advance. In the present case, the surface of the removed implant was covered with a thin layer of osseointegrated alveolar bone. It was assumed that the trephine did not cut into the implant, and no titanium particles remained in the operation area.

The use of cortical bone plate supported GBR for bone mass preservation was inspired by the 3D bone reconstruction technique named the Bilaminar cortical tenting
grafting technique proposed by Qiu et al.\textsuperscript{[21]} and the Wafer technique proposed by Merli et al.\textsuperscript{[22]} According to the bilaminar cortical tenting grafting technique, an autogenic bone block is bisected into two cortical laminae to construct the buccal and palatal walls of an alveolar ridge defect, and the inter-laminar space is filled with bone graft. In the Wafer technique, an autogenous plate is horizontally harvested and vertically fixed, partially supported by the residual bone wall, and the biomaterial is filled in. Both the techniques provide sufficient bone mass. We used the modified Wafer technique at the implant removal defect site to reconstruct the horizontal alveolar dimension, with the buccal bone plate obtained from the bone defect, thus avoiding a second surgical area.\textsuperscript{[23]}

Osteotomy combined with the trephine technique has many advantages in addressing deep and invisible implant fractures. This procedure avoids excessive bone removal or titanium particles, which can affect wound healing. The limitation of this technique is that immediate implantation cannot be achieved owing to insufficient primary stability. Therefore, this technique must be used in conjunction with delayed implantation, which is more time-consuming.

**CONCLUSION**

This article proposes a novel osteotomy combined with the trephine technique, which effectively addressed an invisible implant fracture 5.1 mm beneath the alveolar crest. In addition, this article provides up-to-date knowledge regarding the clinical presentation, incidence, risk factors, diagnosis, and management of dental implant fractures.
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